Product Data Sheet

MuffleArt

Bringing you MuffleArt with Ecophon! Working alongside industry leader
Ecophon, we are proud to bring you a wall art panel like no other. Using Ecophon
Focus™ Levels and Ecophon Solo™ panels, we are able to provide a Class A-B
acoustic solution combined with a unique artistic approach. Choose from a wide
range of themes, designs and sizes to create the perfect wall feature.
OPEN
OFFICES

RESTAURANTS

Advantages:
High level of sound absorption (Class B/A)

ATRIUMS

SCHOOLS &
COLLEGES

Available in a wide range of designs
Outstanding print quality (front face)
Available in a range of sizes and configurations

RECEPTION
AREAS

CONFERENCE
CENTRES

CORRIDORS

GYMS

PUBS &
BARS

SHOWROOMS

White edge detail for a contemporary look

Please note, MuffleArt are
not designed to be used in
swimming pools or outdoors
environments.

“Experts in all things Acoustic.”

www.muffle.co.uk
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MuffleArt

Installation for 1200x1200, 1200x1800
and 1200x2400 Panels (Dimensions mm)

1x Trim

2x Absorber

Installation for 600x600, 1200x300
and 1200x600 Panels (Dimensions mm)

1x Hook

2x Distance Pins

Anchor

Please note the trim comes in one piece and can be
cut in two. This comes in a box with one trim and
two wall distance pins and two absorber anchors
The trim is screwed into the wall, the Absorber
Anchor is screwed into the back of the panel and the
distance pins to be located towards the bottom of
the panel (20mm from the edge).

Screw hooks to the wall, and align with a
spirit level, push the panel onto hooks and pull
down slightly. (Excessive force not needed).
Ensure hands are clean or use gloves to
protect your panel.

Line up the anchors to the trim and slot into place.

Cleaning
Light dirt marks may be removed by using a proprietary carpet spot
cleaner. A small area should be tested before doing the rest of the area
to ensure that the fabric is not adversely affected.

Density
Our MuffleArt panels weigh in at 3.5kg/m2 for the 25mm thickness
panels. 40mm thickness panels weigh 4.5kg/m2.Note: All weights
are given as approximations.

Fire
MuffleArt core board has been tested and offers Class O fire rating to
BS476: Part 6. Fabric facing complies with Class 1 to BS476: Part 7.
Class O fabrics can be supplied on request.

“Experts in all things Acoustic.”

Product Specification
Delivery, Storage & Handling
Protect your MuffleArt from excessive
moisture
when storing and handling.
Supplier
www.muffle.co.uk
info@muffle.co.uk
01924 938911

www.muffle.co.uk

